Soccer Champions Coaches' Clinics
Interactive Session Plan ™
Coach Paul Marco

Session date

1 March 2014

Team/Age Group

U14s & older
Time available

Counter-Attacking
Theme

11am - Noon

NOTES
2 teams of 7 + 2 Gk's pass and move in a defined space - 2 balls each
coaching points:
Speed of play... Foot to ball contact, how many touches on the ball and on the ground!
Awareness... who to play before you have the ball
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Overall Coaching Points for the Session
Transition - start defending- moment we win the ball - Attacking & ready in case ball is lost
Keys to counter attacks
Starting positions, steal the ball, see the picture, swift actions, speed forward, send the ball or solo,
support, sustain the attack, switch if needed, secure and shape "in case ball is lost", Score or start
again (possession).
Organization
Possession change grid game 2 teams of 7 play (gk's continue warm-up w/assistant)
7Red v 5green + 2 green waiting for the ball
7 Red keep possess the ball in defined space
5 Green try to win the ball and play to their 2 waiting in their space
Game continues if Green win it and get it back to their defined space 5 Red go and try to win ball...
Coaching Points
5 defending to win the ball back- first be patient, organize ready to win the ball
All 5 to get "behind the ball" face your space Communication as defending #'s down 7v5
Awareness - when you win the ball- play the striker - If you can't- play someone who can
Quickly move into good supporting position in own space
Organization
Starts like above with the addition of direction & big goals and gk's still play w/ off-sides
When the ball is one and played across to 2 strikers the ball must go back into the neutral zone
and then attack the big goals (offside is called)
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Coaching Points
Similar to above
Defend first, win the ball, can you play the ball to striker or run the ball across to score a goal
Excitement of the goal... off-side must be called to be real to the game
Awareness of supporting position of strikers after the ball played into neutral zone

Organization
8v8 (7 +Gk)
Free play shape the team 1-2-4-1
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Putting all the pieces together
Do we get ready to counter attack when the opposition has the ball?
The moment we win the ball, can we play forward?
In transition attacking are we ready if we lose the ball?
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